
Prefixes.—a. Tery common prefix is a ; thus, a-6o, father; d-ryum^ good. It is

commonly prefixed to yerbal roots in order to form nouns and adjectlyes ; thus, chor^

to be sour ; a-chor, sour ; H, to be great ; a-^^m, large ; tM, to arrive ; d-thit^ arriyal.

It is also added to nouns in order to specify the meaning or to form diminutiyes ; thus,

ung^ water ; d'imgf water in which meat has been boiled : kung^ a tree ; d'kung^ a

bush.

The prefix d is not a necessary part of the word, and it is often dropped ; thus,

d'hdmf pure ; jer hdm^ pure gold : «-</, an egg ; fo t% a bird's egg. We are not as

yet able to ascertain the rules regulating the retention or dropping of this d. It seems

as if it is commonly dropped when two words are put together as a compound.

There are several other prefixes in use. Some of them have still a definite meaning

of their own. Others are apparently used as mere formatives. Such are ha^ ta, pa,

and 9a in words such as ka-lut^ bare, from lut, to uncover ; ta-kryong, praise, from

krydng, to praise ; pa^thydm^ arrangement, from thydm, to arrange ; sa'tsuk and tauk^

sun ; aa^drf goat, etc. Compare the prefixed consonants of classical Tibetan.

Articles.—The numeral Mt, one, is used as an indefinite article, and the sujBB.x

re has the meaning of a definite article. Thus, maro kdt, a man ; pa-no-re, the king.

In connexion with numerals the suffix re is often replaced by mu ; thus, kdt-mu kdt-kd

H, the one said to the other.

Be and mu^ have another form, rem^ and mum^ respectively, in the accusative.

Thus, hu pa-no-rem shu^ he petitioned the king ; kdt-mu kdt'mum 1% the one said to the

Other.' In this form, mu can be used after all sorts of nouns, definitely as well as

indefinitely.

Nouns.—Gender.—^The natural gender is expressed by using different words or

by means of qualifying additions meaning * male,' ' female,' respectively. The usual

male aflixes ard ta-gri^ for human beings ; a-6ii, for animals ; a-|gw, for goats, pigs, etc.;

Wnp, for some large animals ; and the most common female ones are ia-^ayu^ human

beings ; d-mot^ animals ; d'lyeng^ young females rising to maturity ; d-w?/, a young

pig ; d'QUf a beast havii^ borne young. The initial d of such words is usually dropped.

Thus, d'^bOf father ; d-mo^ mother : pa-no^ king ; pun-di, queen : d-num^ elder brother

;
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4-ndm, elder sister: ^ayeng ta-gri, younger brother j ^ayeng ta-'ayu, younger sister:

hih bu, cock ; Mk mdt^ hen : mdn tgu, a boar ; mdn mdt, a sow : tyang-mo Idng, a male
elephant ; tydng-mo mdt, a female elephant : mm-mit, a goddess : bik lyeng, a young
matured cow that has not borne young : Hk gu, a matured cow : m6n m%, a sow that
bas not had young.

Number.—There are three nimibers, the singular, the dual, and the plural. The
suffix of the dual is nyum^ and the plural is expressed by adding sang in the case of

a-nimate beings and j?a?*5f in the case of inanimate objects, Nyum means * the two,*

*both/ and it is often replaced by the usual numeral nyet, two. It is, therefore,

perhaps more correct to say that there are only two numbers, the singular and the
plural. The plural suffixes sang and pang are pronounced song, p6ng, respectively.

Examples of their use are ma-rd sang, men ; li-pang^ houses. Pang can also be added
in the case of animate beings; thus, ma^ro pang, men.

Case.—The base alone, without any suffix, is used as the subject of intransitive

verbs, and as the object. The object can, however, be distinguished by adding rem or

mum ; compare the remarks under the head of the article. Thus, d-bo'^aa a-mu're
mak-ndn-ne, father-and mother-the died, the father and mother died ; go hu*do kup lyup,

I bis son beat, I have beaten his son ; chdp-ehhu sang-rem U, servants-to said, he said

to the servants.

The subject of transitive verbs is put in the case of the agent, which is formed by
adding nun ; th\is, a-kup tek-nun d-bo-rem ahu, son small-by father-to said, the younger
said to his father.

The suffix nun also forms an ablative; thus, d-bd-nun, here-from, from here.

The genitive can be expressed by putting the governed before the governino" word •

thus, a-(io-«a d'bo U-kd, you-of father house-in, in your father's house. A'do-sa, your,

<5ontains the suffix ^a, which is commonly used in the genitive; thus, ka^su d-bo-9a

chdp'ChhU'-sang, jxij father's servants.

The vocative is expressed by prefixing e and suffixing wd or a, before which a final

consonant is doubled ; thus, e d-bo-wd, O fathcF; e d-kup-pd, O child.

Other relations are indicated by means of postpositions. Such are d-hn, behind j

d^-min, under ; d-plang, upon ; dun-kd, in the presence of ; nahdn, before ; kd, to, in, at,

for, on, upon, and so forth.

Adjectives.—Adjectives are commonly formed from verbal bases by prefixing a,

and, if the verb ends in a vowel, by suffixing m ; thus, dth to be white ; d-dum, white.

Other adjectives are formed by adding the suffix bo ; thus, rydm-bo, beautiful

Adjectives tisually follow the noun they qualify ; thus, on d-dfim, the white horse.

The particle of comparison is leu ; thus, hado yeng hado nam len rhen, his brother
his sister than tall, his brother is taller than his sister.

Humerals.^—The first numerals are given in the list of words. They follow the
noun they qualify. Higher numbers are counted in twenties ; thus, khd nyet, foTtj i

khd fa^nguy twenties five, hundi'ed.
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Pronouns.—The following are the personal pronouns :—

ka^aum, me.

go-num^ by me.

ka-au, my.

ka-su-nun^ from me.

ka-nyi^ we two,

ka-yu^ ka^ we.

ka-yum, us.

ka^yu^nun, kd^un^

by US.

ka-yu'SQi k&'Sa^ our.

W, thou.

hd^mum^ thee,

hd^nunf by thee.

ho-sa^ thy.

hd^nun, from thee,

A'-nyi^ you two,

a-yti, you.

d^ymn, you.

a-ytl-»t^??, by you.

d'-yu''8a, your.

A«, he, she, it.

hum, him, her, it.

hu^nun, by him, her, it.

hU'SUi his, her, its.

Atf-m*», from him, her, it.

hu-nyi^ ha-nyi^ they two.

hu-yu^ ha-yu, they.

hu^yuMi ha-yum^ them,

hwyu^nun, ha-yu^nun^

by them.

hu^yu^saf ha^yi^mf

their.

These pronouns can be emphasized by adding the particle do ; thus, ka^^do^ I myself

;

ka^yU'do^ we ourselres ; d'dOi hd'dOf thou thyself ; d-nyMo^ you two yourselves ; hu'do,

he^do, he himself, and so on.

Bemonstratire pronouns are a-r^, this ; o-r^, that. The particle do can be added

;

thus, o-re-do-pangy those very things. The simple bases d and o are used as demon-

strative adjectives ; thus, d nam kup^ this year only ; o nyi-lung^ under those circum-

stances.

Interrogative pronouns are to, who ? aa^re^ which ? shu^ what ? The interrogative

pronouns are also used as relatives ; thus, ma^^rd to-num zuk^re^ the man who did iti

The most common way of expressing relativity is, however, by means of participles

;

thus, ta-lydng-kd Ju'bd rum, heaven-in living God, the God who is in heaven; ka'Su kup

d-re mdhndn-bu're, my son this dead-gone-the, this my son who had died. Participles

can also be used in connexion with interrogative pronouns ; thus, sa-tet ka'$u ka-kd

thup-shyet nyi-wung-re ka'Bum ndng^wa, how-much my share getting-forbeing-theme-to

give ; give me the share which falleth to me. It will be seen that the article re is, in

such cases, added to the usual verbal participles.

Indefinite pronouns are formed by adding la to the interrogatives ; thus, to-na-lat

anybody ; Shu-la^ anything.
*

Verbs.—^Verbs do not change for person and number. Some forms show a pre-

ference for certain persons, but this tendency has not been developed. In the case of

the verb 60, to give, there are two different forms, viz., ho, when the object is of the first

or second person, and %/, when the object is of the third person.

Verb substantive.^* Several bases are used with the meaning of a verb substan-

tive. The most usual ones are gum, go, go, gd, ka, and nyi. Gum is used in all persons

and numbers ; gd is usually, but not always, employed in the second person, and

especially interrogatively ; go is common in negative clauses and witho»it regard to

person ; gd is almost wholly confined to the negative ; ka is almost invariably combined

with a particle, and generally refers relatively to a neuter subject ; and nyi is used in

all persons and numbers.

Finite verbt*—-Some verbal bases ending in a vowel undergo ceii;ain changes

before auxiliary verbs, such as khu, to be able ; let, to be finislied ; gdt, to desire j mdt^
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to do, and also before sereral other suffixes. In such oases m, n, or t is added to the

base. Thus, U, to speak ; lin-khu, to be able to speak ; sM^ to see ; Bhim-khi^^ to be able

to see ; d/, to come ; dii^det, about to come, and so forth.

Some verbal suffixes are used with an indefinite meaning, without reference to

time. Such are ma, ma-Oi yam-o^ and Ba-o. The first three are used with the meamng
of a present or past ; thus, go pt-ma, I am writing, or, hare written ; Idt-'thub'fna, he

has been found again ; hu thi-ma'O, he has arrived ; hu mak-yam-o^ he is dead. The
final o of such forms should be compared with the assertive o of Tibetan.

Sa-o applies more to the present or future ; thus, go ndng-sa-o^ I shall go.

Present time.—The base alone is sometimes used as a present ; thus, go lyupt I

beat. The base bdm, to remain, to be, is commonly added ; thus, go Uk-bdm, I call.

Participles ending in det and jung are commonly also used with the meaning of a

present ; thus, hu mdk-det, he is dying ; hd lyup-pung^ thou strikest.

The same is the case with the forms ending in pa, such as nyi-^pd, it is ; ryu^pd^ it is

good. Oompai'e the Tibetan article pa.

Fast time.—The base alone is commonly usedjas a past tense ; thus, go U^ I said

;

dam, he lived.

Participles ending in ung, pa, and bo are often used in the same way ; thus, hd buk*

ktmg, thou struckest ; llot'di-pa, he returned ; nyim-bu, he was.

A past tense is also formed by adding bi ; thas, go^nuit lik-bdf I called ; go dtiife-

bdm^bdt I strike-remained, I was striking.

A. periphrartic past is formed by adding fat, to fiaish, to complete ; thus, Uk-fdt or

Uk'fdt'bd, called, or, had called. Te is sometimes added ; thus, slumg-fdt-te, he wasted.

Te is perhaps a suffix e with reduplication of the preceding t. If so, it is connected

with the suffix ne in ndn^ne, went.

Fdttire. —The usual future is formed by adding %ho ; thus, Bhu^aho, I shall say,

Sho is connected with the suffix shattg, or $h6ng in go buk'shdng^ I shall strike. Accord-

ing to the list of words such forms are only used in the first person. The suffix shang

is, however, commonly used to form an indefinite future participle.

The list of words gives forms such as buk'shet, thou wilt strike, he will strike, in the

second and third persons. The suffix shet is used to form verbal nouns and infinitives of

purpose ; thus, tidm, to hold ; tidm^shet, handle ; thup-ahyet nyi-wang^re, getting-for

being-the, that which should be got.

Note also the suffixes pa-ro, which implies a doubt, and tung, which is used to form

a kind of subjunctive ; thus, go eM-pa-rd, I may perhaps see him ; go^nun d-yum U-tung^

I would have told you.

What may possibly take place is denoted by adding the suffix pu ; thus, go lik^pu^

I may perhaps call ; go Uk-Bhang-pu, I shall perhaps call.

Imperative. —The imperative is formed by adding o ; thus, di-o, come. In verbs

ending in a consonant, a is added and the preceding consonant is doubled ; thus, mdt'ta

or rndt-ta-Oi do. Sometimes we also find forms such as U-a or U-a-o, speak.

The suffix wa in nong-wa, give, is only another way of writing o.

A periphrastic imperative is formed by adding kdn^ to permit, to tlie base ; thus,

ka*Bmn lik^kdn, or Uk-khn-na^o, let me call.
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Verba ending in a Towel assume the full form mentioned above before this kdn ;

thus, «&/, to see; shim-kdn^ let him, etc., see : hyiy give ; hyin-kdn^ let him, etc., give : dif

come ; dit-kdn, let him, etc., come.

An imperative of the third person is also formed by prefixing ta and suflBxing 0a ;

thus, hum ta-mat'sa^ let him do it,

The suffix ha is used in the first person; thus, d^go^a^nyi mat'^hd^ let us make

merry.

The negative imperative is formed by prefixing ma and suffixing nun ; thus, ma^i-^

fifiit, don't speak.

Verbal nouns and participles.—AH the forms mentioned under the head of the

various tenses are properly verbal nouns or participles.

The base alone is used as a verbal noun ; thus, Iki^ to arrive ; thi^re^ the arrival, etc.

By adding various postpositions adverbial clauses can be formed. Such postpositions are

gangJ
if ; ga-rmg, though ; ahen, when, etc. Thus, go U-gang^ if I speak ; ka'St^m adt-

gO'Tung^ though you kill me ; khya-ahen^ when he came.

The verbal nouns formed by adding shet have already been mentioned.

The same is the case with the present participle ending in det ; thus, Uk-det,

calling, about to call.

The most usual participle is formed by adding wung^ or ung^ before which a final

consonant is doubled ; thus, U-wung, saying ; mdt-tung, doing. This participle is also

used as a noun in connexion with the postposition aa ; thus, ahang'lel'lung^aa, to-waste-

finishing-on, after he had wasted ; Uk-kung-aa la^ calling-on even, immediately on calling.

The suffix ahang has been mentioned under the head of future. It forms an

indefinite future participle, and also an infinitive of purpose ; thus, Uk^ahang, calling,

about calling ; bro'ahang, in order to tend.

Conjunctive participles are formed by adding ban, i.e., probably bd and the con-

junction un, and, and lung ; thus, zo-bdn, having eaten ; Uk4ung, having called.

The relative participle is commonly formed by adding the suffix bo or bu ; thus,

ta4ydng-kd ju-bu rum, heaven-in living God, the God who lives in beaven.

The participle ending in ung or wung is also commonly used as a relative participle.

The article re is commonly added. Thus, Idk-^knng-re, expending the, that which has

been expended. It will be seen that the whole relative clause has here been compounded

into one single noun.

The suffix m which forms adjectives of verbal bases can also be considered as the

suffix of a relative participle. Compare Khambu m, me, etc.

Passive voice.—^There is no proper passive voice. Instead of 'I am struck * the

Lepchas say ' somebody struck me.* The bases thomf to place, and ndng, to go, are

sometimes added in order to form a kind of passive ; thus, pi^thdm-sio, written ; mdk^

now, expended.

Causals.—Causal verbs are formed by inserting a y after the initial consonant.

Thus, thdr, to escape ; thyor, to cause to escape : thdp, to knock down; Ihydp, to cause

to knock down. A final ng is then changed to n ; thus, d&ng, to run ; dydn, to fling

away : nong, to go ; nyon, to cause to go.



Other causals are formed by adding kdn^ to permit ; mat, to do. Thus, buk^Mn^
to cause to beat ; go-la mat, merrily make, to gladden.

Verbs such as npdn, cause to go ; hrpdn^ raise j dy/, gire, etc., are often affixed ta
other rerbs, giTing an emphatic transitire sense ; thus, dp^ydn^ to fire off ; dun-hyi^ to-

tell to, to relate ; fZ-d*, he said, etc.

Other auxiliaries used in the formation of compound rerbs are JfcAn, to be able ; g&i^

to desire, to be wanted ; te, which implies a doubt, and so forth. Thus, 0uk'khu, to be
able to do ; go ndng-gat, I want to go; $um-g6'gat*pa, to-be-glad-is-wanted, we should
make merry ; 8hu zuk-ka-te, what can be done ? Te can also be used after the suffix

fit in the past tense. See above. Compare also ham-nyi^de, lirest.

Irregular verbs.—The verbs ndng, to go ; hrdngi to arise ; frdng, to point out, are

irregular, their past base being formed by changing the final ng \jo n; thus, go n6n, I
went.

Negative particle.—The negative verb is formed by prefixing ma and suffizing

ne ; thus, ma nong-ne^ you did not give ; ma nyin^ne^ it is not. The latter example
shows that verbs ending in a vowel often double the n of the suffixed ne.

Interrogative particle.—^In such queries as do not contain an interrogative

pronoun, the interrogative particle a is added; thus, h6 d4om U-a, did you say so? A
is sometimes also used in connexion with other interrogatives ; thus, hd sa-thd khya*

ihang-a, you when arrive-will ?

Order of words.—The usual order of words is subject, object, yerb.

For further details the student is referred to the works mentioned above under the

head of authorities and to the specimens which follow. They have both been kindly

prepared by Mr. David MacDonald. A list of Standard Words and thrases, which haa

been forwarded from Darjeeling, will be found on pp. 256 and ff.
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